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SAN ANTONIO — San Antonio endured another scorching summer, including a seven-day 
streak of 100-degree days in August that seared a place in the record books. 

As the city officially enters fall when the autumnal equinox occurs at 9:29 tonight, residents can 
thank rains early in the season for helping lawns survive the August heat. 

Still, the 4-year-old drought persisted, and on Aug. 12, when the Edwards Aquifer dropped 
below a 630-foot threshold, the San Antonio pool entered Stage IV, requiring unprecedented 40 
percent pumping cutbacks. Environmentalists have especially been worried about endangered 
species at Comal Springs, which ran dry in 1956 and has run as low as 65 cubic feet per second 
Aug. 29 and 30. 

The springflows have since rebounded to more than 80 cfs, but they remain far below the historic 
September average of 269 cfs. 

Nathan Pence, executive director of the Habitat Conservation Plan for the Edwards Aquifer 
Authority, said some springs in Landa Park in New Braunfels stopped flowing this summer, 
posing habitat problems on two types of endangered beetles and the San Marcos salamander. 

“There are other areas of Landa Lake that still represent great habitat for those species right now. 
And so we still have good habitat in other areas, with great populations in other areas,” Pence 
said. 

The drought has allowed researchers to study how species adapt in harsh conditions, Pence said. 

“You don't want it to happen,” he said. “But when it does, we take advantage of the opportunity 
to learn, so we'll be better prepared if it happens again in the future.” 



San Antonio recorded the fifth-warmest and seventh-driest August since local weather record-
keeping began in 1886, according to the National Weather Service. The average high 
temperature in August was 99.4 — 3.4 degrees above normal but 1.3 degrees below the August 
2013 average high. 

Rainfall for the month was only 0.08 of an inch, which fell, ironically, the same day Stage IV 
was declared. 

As of the end of August, rainfall in San Antonio totaled only 16 inches for the year, almost 5 
inches below average. 

The triple-digit heat of August was perhaps the most remarkable trend of the summer, with the 
city recording its first 100-degree day Aug. 6, more than a month later than normal. There were 
16 days in August that reached 100 degrees or higher, twice the city's average of eight days for 
the entire summer. 

Starting Aug. 20, seven straight days with highs of 100 or more tied a similar streak in 2000 for 
the No. 7 spot on the longest strings of 100-degree days. The longest, 21 days, occurred from 
July 24 to Aug. 13 in 1962. 

After summer began June 21, the city officially received 2.98 inches of rain the morning of June 
25, generating flash flooding. Firefighters responded to a high-water rescue, along with several 
lightning strikes. June's total rainfall of 5.38 inches was 1.24 inches above normal. 

A similar storm early July 18 dumped 3.02 inches and produced lightning and high winds. But 
temperatures during July were about normal, with an average high of 94.7, which was 2.2 
degrees above the average high for July 2013. 

September has had two 100-degree days, although more could occur this month. The latest triple-
digit heat on record occurred from Sept. 26 to 28 in 2005, when highs of 102 to 104 were 
recorded. 
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